Principle of calorimetric measuring
The calorimetric measuring is using the transport of warmth from a warmed body
to the surround medium (e.g. air or water).
The transport of warmth is basically affected by two things:
1. The velocity of the medium. (distance per time, terms e.g. m/s)
For example: refrigeration with ventilator.
Streaming air will be felt cooler. (Windchill-Temperatur)
2. The density of the medium. (mass per volume, terms e.g. g/cm³ or kg/m³)
For example: water will be felt much cooler at same temperature (e.g. 20°C)
than air.
The second point is very important for the calorimetric principle in using for compressed air
consumption measuring.
A calorimeter determined by transported warmth and the inner pipe diameter:
1. The mass flow (e.g. in kg/h) and
2. The norm volume flow (e.g. in m³/h).
The density is in the result of the mass flow already implicit included, so the additional
measuring of pressure and temperature is not needed.
For velocity measuring of the operating volume flow a measuring of the density is needed.
The density could calculated by a signal of an additional pressure sensor, the temperature
measuring is an included function of the calorimeter.
For water the measuring of density normally is not necessary, it is about 1 g/cm³ and
it is changing slightly under influence of different temperature and pressure.
But it could be important, when buying fuel oil, specially in the summer. The measuring on
the tank car is normally a volumetrically system, so in fact of lower density at higher
temperature you get a lower amount of oil (mass in Kg) than in winter with the same
volume. But I hope for you, that the provider will correct this error.
When using air, the influence of density is much higher. Air is compressible, water not.
For this reason it is necessary, when measuring mass and volume flow to know
the norm density.
Norm conditions in Europe are: 0°C and 1,01325 bar.
Under this conditions the density of air is 1,293 Kg/m³.
Norm conditions in America (standard density) are: 20°C and 1,01325 bar.
Under this conditions the density of air is 1,2 Kg/m³.
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